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Baby Blue
A look at the rebellious thinkers who are challenging old ideas with their insights into the ways
countless elements of complex systems interact to produce spontaneous order out of confusion

Fire's Edge
In her bestselling books Blue Gold and Blue Covenant, world-renowned water activist Maude Barlow
exposed the battle for ownership of our dwindling water supply and the emergence of an international,
grassroots-led movement to reclaim water as a public good. Since then, the United Nations has
recognized access to water as a basic human right—but there is still much work to be done to stem this
growing crisis. In this major new book, Barlow draws on her extensive experience and insight to lay out
a set of key principles that show the way forward to what she calls a “water-secure and water-just
world.” Not only does she reveal the powerful players even now impeding the recognition of the human
right to water, she argues that water must not become a commodity to be bought and sold on the open
market. Focusing on solutions, she includes stories of struggle and resistance from marginalized
communities, as well as government policies that work for both people and the planet. At a time when
climate change has moved to the top of the national agenda and when the stage is being set for
unprecedented drought, mass starvation, and the migration of millions of refugees in search of water,
Blue Future is an urgent call to preserve our most valuable resource for generations to come.

The Edge of Never
For Torrin Ivanov, life is a bargaining table. Every planet is a new business opportunity. Legality is
optional and supplying one side in a local civil war always adds up to profit. Jak Stowell is at war within
a war. A woman hidden in the heart of a male-only army, her brother’s murder has left her desperate for
vengeance. Her skill as a sniper gives her both the disguise she needs and paves the way ever closer to
her real goal. She kills efficiently, without remorse. Putting down an off-world smuggler will be no
different. A moment’s hesitation. A flicker of doubt. Two women on a collision course set off a chain
reaction of intergalactic intrigue—and awaken a dangerous passion that could cost them their lives.

On the Edge
A New York Times, USA TODAY, LA Times, and Wall Street Journal bestseller! Brian Buffini, an
Irish immigrant who went from rags to riches, shares his strategies for anyone who wants to achieve the
American dream. Born and raised in Dublin, Ireland, Brian Buffini immigrated to San Diego, California
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at the age of nineteen with only ninety-two dollars in his pocket. Since then, he has become a classic
American rags-to-riches story. After discovering real estate, he quickly became one of the nation’s top
real estate moguls and founder of the largest business training company, Buffini & Co., in North
America. But Brian isn’t alone in his success: immigrants compose thirteen percent of the American
population and are responsible for a quarter of all new businesses. In fact, Forbes magazine boasts that
immigrants dominate most of the Forbes 400 list. So what are the secrets? In The Emigrant Edge, Brian
shares seven characteristics that he and other successful immigrants have in common that can help
anyone reach a higher level of achievement, no matter their vocation. He then challenges readers to
leave the comfort of their current work conditions to apply these secrets and achieve the success of their
dreams.

Complexity
Canadian Journal of Mathematics
Ivory Shepard didn't want to be a pirate when she grew up but she didn't plan on being orphaned and
alone at thirteen with her three cousins either. After a Spanish raid in Charles Towne left them with
nothing, Ivory held her cousins together, trained them to fight for their lives and led them to a life of
quiet refuge on the banks of the Ashley River. Out of reach of the hands of unscrupulous men, they
found life on the farm a tolerable substitute for the traditional alternatives life would force onto themuntil the night the pirates showed up. Setting foot on that first pirate ship was nothing compared to the
life of freedom and adventure awaiting them, once Ivory and the girls were through playing nice. Only
one man believes he can stop her and he won't need a ship full of guns to do it. If it were only that easy

The Blue Edge of Midnight
We sat at the kitchen table, across from each other. In the same spots we sat for dinner up till a month
ago. The shadows on the table looked like prison bars again. This time it was Star being caged. Star,
who thought leaving made her free. That life would be all hunky-dory shampooing heads and sweeping
floors while Mama got slapped around-far enough away so she wouldn't have to hear the screams. That's
when I knew for sure-I couldn't leave Mama. And Star couldn't make me any more than I could make
her stay. A painfully beautiful novel that exposes the haunting world of spousal abuse Blue's family is
coming apart at the seams. After Pa drowned in the river, Mama up and married Jinx, whom Blue and
Star know is big trouble. And now Star has run away, leaving Blue behind. It was hard enough to watch
Mama get knocked around when Jinx was in one of his "moods," but now, with Star gone, Jinx has spun
out of control. It's up to Blue to find Star and get help for Mama, to piece the family back together again.
But Blue is running out of time. With biting realism and poignancy, this compelling young-adult novel
explores Blue's struggle to protect her family and stand up against what she knows is wrong.

Grant's Flame
From award-winning writer and former NPR reporter Alan Siporin comes a riveting novel of suspense
and courage, where people, good and bad, are tested by hate in Oregon's skinhead underworld.

A Killing Night
The Edgar Award–winning debut of the bestselling Max Freeman mystery series: A tormented ex-cop’s
mission to solve a grisly murder and earn redemption for his dark past After a shootout during a
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convenience store holdup led to the accidental death of a twelve-year-old, Max Freeman left behind the
Philadelphia police department for a life in exile in the Florida Everglades. Since then, he has lived in
seclusion, haunted by guilt, with the humid night and the nocturnal predators of the swamp as his only
company. But everything changes when Freeman discovers a young girl’s body floating in the muddy
waters and becomes the prime suspect for her murder. To prove his innocence, Freeman must uncover
the real murderer—and confront his own tortured soul—before it’s too late. This ebook contains an
illustrated biography of the author featuring never-before-seen photos.

The Edge Of The Crazies
Discover the beloved New York Times bestseller about two lost souls who embark on an epic road trip
and find love along the way. A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestselling
blockbuster! Twenty-year-old Camryn Bennett thought she knew exactly where her life was going. But
after a wild night at the hottest club in downtown Raleigh, North Carolina, she shocks everyoneincluding herself-when she decides to leave the only life she's ever known and set out on her own.
Grabbing her purse and her cell phone, Camryn boards a Greyhound bus ready to find herself. Instead,
she finds Andrew Parrish. Sexy and exciting, Andrew lives life like there is no tomorrow. He persuades
Camryn to do things she never thought she would and shows her how to give in to her deepest, most
forbidden desires. Soon he becomes the center of her daring new life, pulling love and lust and emotion
out of her in ways she never imagined possible. But there is more to Andrew than Camryn realizes. Will
his secret push them inseparably together -- or destroy them forever?

Edge of Blue Heaven
Jules Clement, sheriff of Blue Deer, Montana, suspects the victim's wife when a local writer is shot, but
when she is found dead Jules is faced with numerous suspects

Dancing on the Edge
Is ignoring the heat a recipe for disaster? Grant Twombley has it all—a successful career, a contacts list
full of gorgeous and willing bedmates, and the ear of Los Angeles’s most prominent captain of industry.
But being Sebastian Shark’s right-hand man isn’t without its challenges. Messy ones. Unknown forces
still work to take down Shark Enterprises, and Grant’s full focus is needed to protect their empire. But
he’s sitting on a scandalous secret. A truth he can’t even share with his best friend. Until disaster
strikes. Rio Gibson carries dark secrets of her own. She hides them well…until her world is shattered. She
holds Shark responsible, but the only person she shares her suspicions with is also the man closest to
him—the giving, gorgeous man who makes her feel so many new and surprising things. Dangerous
things. But Rio’s used to handling the heat in the kitchen, and she can handle this challenge too. Getting
out simply isn’t an option—no matter how bad it’ll burn in the end.

Astronomical and Magnetical and Meteorological Observations Made at the Royal
Observatory, Greenwich, in the Year
The National Book Award Finalist from acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Francine
Prose—now the major motion picture Submission “Screamingly funny … Blue Angel culminates in a
sexual harassment hearing that rivals the Salem witch trials.” —USA Today It's been years since
Swenson, a professor in a New England creative writing program, has published a novel. It's been even
longer since any of his students have shown promise. Enter Angela Argo, a pierced, tattooed student
with a rare talent for writing. Angela is just the thing Swenson needs. And, better yet, she wants his help.
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But, as we all know, the road to hell is paved with good intentions Deliciously risque, Blue Angel is a
withering take on today's academic mores and a scathing tale that vividly shows what can happen when
academic politics collides with political correctness.

The Fragile Edge
Musaicum Books presents to you a meticulously edited Goethe collection. This ebook has been designed
and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Content:
Novels & Novellas: The Sorrows of Young Werther Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship Wilhelm
Meister's Journeyman Years Elective Affinities The Good Women Novella; or, A Tale The Recreations
of the German Emigrants - Green Snake and the Beautiful Lily (A Fairy Tale) Plays The Wayward
Lover; or, The Lover's Caprice Goetz Von Berlichingen with the Iron Hand Clavigo Stella Brother and
Sister Iphigenia in Tauris Egmont Faust - Faust (Part One) - Faust (Part Two) - Faustus (Translated by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge) Torquato Tasso The Natural Daughter The Fellow Culprits Poetry: Hermann
and Dorothea Erotica Romana Reynard the Fox The Sorcerer's Apprentice Songs Familiar Songs Ballads
Cantatas Odes Sonnets Epigrams Parables Art God, Soul, and World Religion and Church Antiques
Venetian Epigrams Elegies West-Eastern Divan Songs from Various Plays Miscellaneous Poems
Autobiography and Memoirs: Truth and Poetry: From My Own Life Maxims and Reflections Letters:
Letters from Italy (Italian Journey) Letters from Switzerland Correspondence with K. F. Zelter
Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe Essays: Theory of Colours Winckelmann and His Age
Introduction to the Propyläen Criticism on Goethe & His Works: Life of Johann Wolfgang Goethe
(James Sime) Goethe: The Writer (Ralph Waldo Emerson) Byron and Goethe (Giuseppe Mazzini) The
Faust-Legend and Goethe's 'Faust' (H. B. Cotterill) Goethe's Farbenlehre: Theory of Colors (I&II) (John
Tyndall)

Blue Clay People
The author returns to the bountiful Sea of Cortez he knew decades ago, and finds it empty.

The Emigrant Edge
When a pregnant judge is abducted, a PI follows her trail into the Florida Everglades in this novel by
“the master of the high-stakes thriller” (Michael Connelly). US district judge Diane Manchester has
looked across the courtroom into the eyes of evil before. But today, as she presides over the extradition
hearing of a notorious Colombian drug lord, she is also eight months pregnant. Her chair is
uncomfortable, her robe is constrictive, and her due date is fast approaching. If she shows a single sign
of weakness, Diane risks jeopardizing the biggest trial of her career and setting a vicious murderer free.
In seconds, her situation takes a harrowing turn for the worse. Walking to her favorite lunch spot, Diane
is grabbed off the street, thrown into the back of a white van, blindfolded, and threatened with death.
She has no idea who her kidnappers are or what they want. Maintaining a strict code of silence, they
refuse to give her even the smallest glimmer of hope. But Diane’s captors have overlooked a crucial
detail: Her husband, Billy, is the employer and best friend of Max Freeman, Philadelphia cop turned
South Florida private investigator. Tossing off the rule of law, Freeman sets out to determine which of a
rogues’ gallery of suspects took Diane—and to save her and her unborn child before it’s too late. From
the author of the Edgar Award winner The Blue Edge of Midnight, whose “descriptions of Florida’s
backwaters put him right up there with James W. Hall and Randy Wayne White” (Chicago Tribune),
this is a mystery with “the kind of clock-driven suspense seen in the best of Harlan Coben” (Booklist).

The Last of the Blue Water Hunters
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Female bartenders are targeted by a killer in this PI novel by the author Michael Connelly calls “the
master of the high-stakes thriller.” After three young bartenders are murdered in Miami, and another
goes missing in Philadelphia, private investigator Max Freeman is hired—by his ex-girlfriend Sherry—to
look into the deaths. He accepts the job grudgingly, especially since Sherry is convinced the prime
suspect is a retired police officer who once saved Freeman’s life back in Philly. Heading from Florida
up north to his old stomping grounds, Freeman races to solve the case before the killer can strike again.
But looking at the evidence objectively as he wrestles with his personal feelings for Sherry and his
former colleague will be more difficult than he expected, in this mystery that's “compelling from start to
finish” by an Edgar Award–winning author (The Miami Herald). This ebook contains an illustrated
biography of the author featuring never-before-seen photos.

The Greatest Works: 200+ Titles in One Edition
Calli Crawford has given up too much in life, too many rules and regulations forcing her to become
someone she can barely recognize. Such is the life of a woman in the witness protection program. With
loneliness and fear as a constant companion, she's in search for solitude in hopes of making it to the trial
date and getting back to her life. Captain John "Edge" Barker has served his final mission for the Navy
Seals and the devastation of it has left its mark on the hard-bodied vet. His plan is to focus on his dogs
and ignore the rest of the world, but when a raven-haired women in need moves across the street, his
world is turned upside down. Needing someone to protect, he goes against his better judgment and steps
into her world and makes her fight his own. With the largest syndicate in New York searching high and
low for them, the pair doesn't have the luxury of living in the present. They're forced to stay on the razor
edge of tomorrow.

Postcards From the Edge
Shark's Edge
When Glory Cormer’s father introduces her to ‘their’ new business partner, she’s appalled. Viking-like
Rolf Johansson exudes the same alpha-intimidation that jocks used to torment her through high school.
After nursing her mother the last several years, she’s trying to break out of her shell and secretly pursue
a writing career, but Rolf insists she go through with the rotten deal her father struck with his brother to
renovate an old chalet. Rolf envisions this mountain as a world-class resort for elite athletes and other jet
setters. As a downhill champion and owner of a world-renowned sports equipment empire, he knows
what it takes to get what he wants. Nothing will stop him, especially not a hotheaded wallflower who
turns the ice in his veins to lava. Bonus Story! This book contains Glory’s novella Blessed Winter, a noroom-at-the-inn Christmas romance.

Renew and Sustain
The Edgar Award–winning debut of the bestselling Max Freeman mystery series: A tormented ex-cop’s
mission to solve a grisly murder and earn redemption for his dark past After a shootout during a
convenience store holdup led to the accidental death of a twelve-year-old, Max Freeman left behind the
Philadelphia police department for a life in exile in the Florida Everglades. Since then, he has lived in
seclusion, haunted by guilt, with the humid night and the nocturnal predators of the swamp as his only
company. But everything changes when Freeman discovers a young girl’s body floating in the muddy
waters and becomes the prime suspect for her murder. To prove his innocence, Freeman must uncover
the real murderer—and confront his own tortured soul—before it’s too late. This ebook contains an
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illustrated biography of the author featuring never-before-seen photos.

Shark's Rise
An account of the explorer, Benedict Allen's journey through Siberia and the remote landscape of
Mongolia, and across the Gobi Desert to the border with China. The book ties in with the broadcast of a
series of six documentaries following the journey on BBC2 in Autumn 1998.

Depths of Blue
A master diver and author of A Tortoise for the Queen of Tonga describes the lush underwater world of
the coral reefs off Rangiroa in French Polynesia, a teeming habitat in which hammerhead sharks rule,
and the cutting-edge diving techniques that are extending human understanding of the ocean world.

Don't Lose Her
Musaicum Books presents to you a meticulously edited Goethe collection. This ebook has been designed
and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Content:
Introduction: Life of Johann Wolfgang Goethe Novels & Novellas: The Sorrows of Young Werther
Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship Wilhelm Meister's Journeyman Years Elective Affinities The Good
Women Novella; or, A Tale The Recreations of the German Emigrants - Green Snake and the Beautiful
Lily (A Fairy Tale) Plays The Wayward Lover; or, The Lover's Caprice Goetz Von Berlichingen with
the Iron Hand Clavigo Stella Brother and Sister Iphigenia in Tauris Egmont Faust - Faust (Part One) Faust (Part Two) - Faustus (Translated by Samuel Taylor Coleridge) Torquato Tasso The Natural
Daughter The Fellow Culprits Poetry Hermann and Dorothea Erotica Romana Reynard the Fox The
Sorcerer's Apprentice Songs Familiar Songs Ballads Cantatas Odes Sonnets Epigrams Parables Art God,
Soul, and World Religion and Church Antiques Venetian Epigrams Elegies West-Eastern Divan Songs
from Various Plays Miscellaneous Poems Personal Writings & Letters Truth and Poetry: From My Own
Life (Autobiography) Maxims and Reflections Letters from Italy (Italian Journey) Letters from
Switzerland Letter to Zelter Correspondence with Wilhelm Von Humboldt and His Wife
Correspondence with K. F. Zelter Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe Schiller-Goethe
Correspondence Scientific & Literary Writings: Theory of Colours Shakespeare and Again Shakespeare
Oration on Wieland Winckelmann and His Age Introduction to the Propyläen Criticism on Goethe &
His Works: Goethe: The Writer (Ralph Waldo Emerson) Byron and Goethe (Giuseppe Mazzini) The
Faust-Legend and Goethe's 'Faust' (H. B. Cotterill) Goethe's Faust (George Santayana) Goethe's
Farbenlehre: Theory of Colors (I&II) (John Tyndall)

The Blue Edge
Renew and Sustain is an innovative, profitable, socially and environmental conscious approach towards
a sustainable future. The book discusses this method, what sustainability is and why it makes sense to
implement these solutions. This is accomplished via dialog with specific case studies about
sustainability and the value of being more sustainable.

Shark's Pride
She’s the flame in his heart… He’s the heat she can't ignore… Dependable and loyal to a fault, sexy
bachelor Grant Twombley doesn’t usually find himself in the friend zone, but that’s the predicament
he’s in now with headstrong and heartbroken Rio Gibson—who, with sexy sass and beguiling wit, hides
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her hobby-level thrill of lighting fires from everyone who cares about her. On a private cruise from
Southern California to Hawaii and back, Grant does everything in his power to heal Rio’s mind, body,
and soul. But Rio continues to reject his persistence, despite her own growing desire for their passion.
Even though her worst enemy continues to be her tangled, tormented mind. When unexpected guests
join the last leg of their journey, Rio must hold herself together long enough to bring everyone home
safely. If she can’t rise to the challenge, she’s destined to watch all that her heart holds dear go up in
smoke. Again.

English Reports Annotated, 1866-1900
Every great dream begins with a dreamer… Sebastian Shark is on the verge of realizing his dream. The
Edge—the most luxurious Los Angeles skyscraper ever conceived—will be his legacy, an icon to dominate
LA’s skyline just as Shark dominates its boardrooms. Self-made businesswoman Abbigail Gibson is on
a trajectory toward massive success, but to get there, she must navigate the egos of her demanding
clients—particularly the driven and obstinate Shark, who possesses the special talent of aggravating and
arousing her within the same breath. They are a collision of chemistry, but is their potent attraction
toward each other worth losing sight of their ultimate goals? Taking a bite of passion has never carried
more risk—or promised sweeter reward. Fate has other ideas, however, as Sebastian is targeted by
unknown enemies and Abbi is caught in the fray. Will the danger draw them closer or drive them apart?

Faith on the Edge
The author returns to the bountiful Sea of Cortez he knew decades ago, and finds it empty.

The Blue Edge of Midnight
The long blue edge of summer
An extraordinary account of the author's apprenticeship with free-diving pioneers who stalk powerful
game fish.

Leading Edge, Issue 65
When a dream is taken to the edge of destruction, what will it take to rise again? Abbigail Gibson has
finally broken through Sebastian Shark’s staunch defenses, erected through years of having to fight for
his multimillion-dollar success and the skyscraper that will be his legacy. But as construction starts on
the Edge, the foundations of Sebastian’s world are crumbling. Security has been breached, lives have
been taken, and Bas has no choice but to hide Abbi to secure her safety. But at what price? As each day
goes by, Abbi’s health drains away by frightening degrees. Has he kept her safe, only to sacrifice her
vitality? Her light? Separated, miserable, and on the trail of bizarre clues that lead to dead-end shadows,
Sebastian and Abbigail can’t be sure of anything anymore…until destiny intervenes with a precious gift
for them both. They must now decide between living in fear, letting enemies shatter their trust and
destroy their bond, or defy the odds and believe in their love—and see just how high they can rise.

The American Journal of Psychology
** THE NEW YORK TIMES-BESTSELLING CULT CLASSIC NOVEL ** ** In a new edition
introduced by Stephen Fry ** ‘I don’t think you can even call this a drug. This is just a response to the
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conditions we live in.’ Suzanne Vale, formerly acclaimed actress, is in rehab, feeling like ‘something on
the bottom of someone’s shoe, and not even someone interesting’. Immersed in the sometimes
harrowing, often hilarious goings-on of the drug hospital and wondering how she’ll cope – and find
work – back on the outside, she meets new patient Alex. Ambitious, good-looking in a Heathcliffish way
and in the grip of a monumental addiction, he makes Suzanne realize that, however eccentric her life
might seem, there’s always someone who’s even closer to the edge of reason. Carrie Fisher’s
bestselling debut novel is an uproarious commentary on Hollywood – the home of success, sex and
insecurity – and has become a beloved cult classic. ‘This novel, with its energy, bounce and generous
delivery of a loud laugh on almost every page, stands as a declaration of war on two fronts: on normal
and on unhappy’ STEPHEN FRY ‘A single woman’s answer to Nora Ephron’s Heartburn . . . the
smart successor to Joan Didion’s Play It as It Lays’ Los Angeles Times ‘A cult classic . . . A
wonderfully funny, brash and biting novel’ Washington Post 'A wickedly shrewd black-humor riff on
the horrors of rehab and the hollows of Hollywood life' People 'Searingly funny' Vogue

The Blue Edge
Dreams come at a price… Hidden enemies are tormenting Sebastian Shark. They’re determined to see his
reputation in shreds and his plans for building the Edge in ruins. To make matters worse, Abbigail
Gibson has written him off for good, choosing to believe their night of blistering passion was just
another one of his playboy conquests. When an unexpected visitor arrives on Sebastian’s doorstep, he
can no longer ignore the danger Abbigail is in because of him. Someone has declared war, and the
woman he loves could become collateral damage. Unacceptable. But Abbi’s not about to ditch the man
of her dreams just because things get tough. His rules. Her trust. His world. Her safety. Their power
struggle threatens to rip them apart again—but believing in their dream is the only way they’ll survive.

The Collected Works: 200+ Novels, Plays, Poems, Essays & Autobiography
Leading Edge has been published by students at Brigham Young University since 1980. It has been the
launching point of acclaimed authors Brandon Sanderson, David Farland, and Dan Wells. This issue
includes mystery and adventure, a reimagined fairy tale and a futuristic crime drama, a demon hunter
and a magical seamstress. Contained in this volume are five short stories, three flash fiction stories, two
poems, a book review, and an editorial. To find out more about Leading Edge, please visit
leadingedgemagazine.com and follow us on Facebook.

The Blue Diamond
A thrilling, thought-provoking novel from one of young-adult literature’s boldest new talents. January
29, 2035. That’s the day the comet is scheduled to hit—the big one. Denise and her mother and sister,
Iris, have been assigned to a temporary shelter outside their hometown of Amsterdam to wait out the
blast, but Iris is nowhere to be found, and at the rate Denise’s drug-addicted mother is going, they’ll
never reach the shelter in time. A last-minute meeting leads them to something better than a temporary
shelter—a generation ship, scheduled to leave Earth behind to colonize new worlds after the comet hits.
But everyone on the ship has been chosen because of their usefulness. Denise is autistic and fears that
she’ll never be allowed to stay. Can she obtain a spot before the ship takes flight? What about her
mother and sister? When the future of the human race is at stake, whose lives matter most?

On the Edge of Gone
The National Book Award-winning novel of a young girl’s coming of age, from the author of Send Me
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Down a Miracle. Twelve-year-old Miracle McCloy never liked the story of her remarkable birth, but her
grandmother Gigi has always loved telling it. An expert in occult magic, Gigi insists that when Miracle
was saved from her dead mother’s womb, it was an omen of greatness to come. But how can Miracle
become a prodigy like her father when sometimes she feels like she doesn’t even exist? When her father
suddenly vanishes without a trace, Miracle’s life starts feeling less miraculous by the day. The only time
she feels whole is when she’s dancing—an activity her grandmother strictly forbids. But shortly after her
thirteenth birthday, a life-threatening incident puts her whole world in a harsh new light. And though she
does not emerge unscathed, Miracle might finally see the truth about her past, her family, and herself.
“Extraordinary . . . Nolan does a masterful job of drawing readers into the girl’s mind and of making
them care deeply about her chances for the future.” —School Library Journal (starred review)
“Elaborately drawn characters that will surprise readers at every turn . . . Compelling.” —Booklist
(starred review)

Grant's Heat
Blue Future
Blue Angel
"A haunting account of one man's determination and the struggles of a people living in a deeply troubled
country."-Booklist When William Powers went to Liberia as a fresh-faced aid worker in 1999, he was
given the mandate to "fight poverty and save the rainforest." It wasn't long before Powers saw how many
obstacles lay in the way, discovering first-hand how Liberia has become a "black hole in the
international system"-poor, environmentally looted, scarred by violence, and barely governed. Blue Clay
People is an absorbing blend of humor, compassion, and rigorous moral questioning, arguing
convincingly that the fate of endangered places such as Liberia must matter to all of us.

The Edge of Tomorrow - Book 2
Do you want to live for Jesus but struggle with what that means day by day? The deep desire of our
hearts to be close to God is so easily sidetracked by daily realities. This book is designed to cover the
areas of faith and life that you most want to bring together under God's leadership: decision-making
dating and relationships racial reconciliation suffering experiencing God loving your parents emotional
healing time management everyday evangelism hope for times of failure Following Jesus is a wild and
wonderful journey. It is perhaps the riskiest choice you will ever make. And the most rewarding. Come
and see.
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